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Abstract

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide diagnostic information with high-resolution and high-contrast images. However, MRI requires a relatively long scan time compared to other medical imaging techniques, where long scan time might occur patient’s discomfort and limit the increase in resolution of magnetic resonance (MR) image. In this study, we propose a Joint Deep Model-based MR Image and Coil Sensitivity Reconstruction Network, called Joint-ICNet, which jointly reconstructs an MR image and coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data using deep learning networks combined with MR physical models. Joint-ICNet has two main blocks, where one is an MR image reconstruction block that reconstructs an MR image from undersampled multi-coil k-space data and the other is a coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block that estimates coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data. The desired MR image and coil sensitivity maps can be obtained by sequentially estimating them with two blocks based on the unrolled network architecture. To demonstrate the performance of Joint-ICNet, we performed experiments with a fastMRI brain dataset for two reduction factors (R = 4 and 8). With qualitative and quantitative results, we demonstrate that our proposed Joint-ICNet outperforms conventional parallel imaging and deep-learning-based methods in reconstructing MR images from undersampled multi-coil k-space data.

1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the medical imaging techniques widely used for diagnosis and research. However, MRI requires a long scan time that may cause patient discomfort and increase the probability of motion-related artifacts in the reconstructed image. One way to reduce to the scan time of MRI is to acquire undersampled k-space data instead of acquiring whole k-space data. However, sampling below the Nyquist rate in a k-space domain causes aliasing artifacts in a spatial domain. Several methods have been proposed to reconstruct an artifact-free MR image from undersampled k-space. One is a compressed sensing-based method that uses the sparsity of an MR image in the transformed domain, such as the wavelet domain and total variation (TV), to reconstruct the image [20, 21]. The other is a parallel imaging (PI)-based method that unfolds aliasing patterns in an image domain using pre-acquired coil sensitivity maps or interpolates unacquired k-space points using acquired multi-coil k-space points such as autocalibration signal (ACS) [8, 23, 29]. In an undersampled MR image reconstruction, a forward model of MRI that includes Fourier transform, coil sensitivity maps, and k-space sampling matrix can be used as prior information, which is a model-based reconstruction of MR image [7]. Model-based MR image reconstruction methods are based on iterative algorithms to reconstruct MR images from undersampled k-space data.

In recent years, deep learning methods demonstrated superior performance in the inverse problem of imaging including denoising, compressive sensing, super-resolution, and inpainting compared to conventional analytical methods [34, 19, 18, 16]. In MRI, several methods have been proposed that used deep learning algorithms in an MR image reconstruction. Deep-learning-based MR image re-
construction methods can be classified into two categories based on the role of the deep learning algorithms: 1) a direct mapping method that used deep learning algorithms for removing aliasing artifacts in an image domain [12, 17], interpolating missing k-space data using acquired data in a k-space domain [2, 10], and directly estimating a target image from undersampled k-space data using a manifold learning [6, 36]; and 2) a model-based method that incorporates deep learning algorithms as regularization functions with unrolled architectures [1, 5, 9, 25, 13].

Most of the current deep-learning-based MR reconstruction methods used the coil sensitivity maps that were pre-acquired in an acquisition protocol or pre-computed by coil sensitivity estimation methods such as ESPiRiT method [29]. However, with a high reduction factor or with fewer ACS lines of acquired multi-coil k-space data, estimated coil sensitivity maps may not be accurate and could affect the reconstruction performance of MR images [32]. To overcome the problem, several studies that jointly reconstruct both MR images and coil sensitivity maps have been proposed [32, 28]. They showed that jointly reconstructing both MR images and coil sensitivity maps increased the reconstruction performance of MR images. One study has been proposed to estimate coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data using deep learning networks in reconstructing MR images [27]; however, similar to conventional coil sensitivity estimation methods, there is a limitation that the initially estimated coil sensitivity maps were not jointly updated during the MR image reconstruction.

In this study, we propose a Joint Deep Model-based MR Image and Coil Sensitivity Reconstruction Network (Joint-ICNet) that jointly reconstructs an MR image and coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data using deep learning networks and interleaved MR model-based data consistency schemes. An overall framework of the proposed Joint-ICNet is presented in Fig. 1. The main contributions of this study are as follows.

First, Joint-ICNet is a joint MR image and coil sensitivity maps reconstruction network that combines a deep learning network with a model-based method. We merge a deep-learning-based method, which demonstrates superior performance in an MR image reconstruction, and a model-based method, which uses analytic MR signal models as prior information, to improve the reconstruction performance of an MR image and coil sensitivity maps.

Second, Joint-ICNet consists of two main blocks: 1) an MR image reconstruction block that reconstructs an MR image from undersampled multi-coil k-space data using deep learning networks and a model-based data consistency layer, and 2) a coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block that reconstructs coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data using a deep learning network and a model-based data consistency layer. In this paper, we demonstrate the performance of Joint-ICNet with a fastMRI dataset [33]. The preliminary work for this study has been accepted for presentation at the ISMRM Conference 2021.

2. Theory

2.1. Problem Formulation

An MR image reconstruction problem is to recover a desired image from measured multi-coil k-space data. Mapping the MR image to the multi-coil k-space data can be represented using a forward operator $A$:

$$Ax + n = b,$$

where $x \in \mathbb{C}^N$ denotes the desired MR image, $b \in \mathbb{C}^{NN_x}$ denotes the measured multi-coil k-space, $N = N_x \times N_y$ denotes the matrix size of the image, $N_x$ denotes the number of coils, $n \in \mathbb{C}^{NN_x}$ is the complex additive Gaussian noise, and $A : \mathbb{C}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^{NN_x}$ has a coil sensitivity map $C \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}$. Fourier transform $F \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}$, and a k-space sampling matrix $M \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$.

Eq. (1) is an ill-posed problem when the undersampled multi-coil k-space data $b$ were measured, and an explicit solution for $x$ is hard to obtain. In general, Eq. (1) can be solved in $x$ by minimizing the least squares problem with a regularization term

$$\min_x \| Ax - b \|^2_2 + \lambda R(x),$$

where $R(x) : \mathbb{C}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^N$ is the regularization term of $x$ and $\lambda$ is the regularization parameter.

In PI-based methods, the coil sensitivity maps $C$ are needed to reconstruct the image $x$ from the undersampled multi-coil k-space data $b$. Eq. (2) assumes constant coil sensitivity maps $C$ that were pre-acquired or pre-computed. Coil sensitivity maps are usually obtained with calibration scan data; however, obtaining additional data can increase the total scan time, which might weaken the benefit of PI by reducing the scan time with undersampling. The method also has the problem of inconsistency between the acquired data and the calibration scan data [32]. Another method for acquiring coil sensitivity maps is to compute them from ACS lines of acquired multi-coil k-space data by a coil estimation method such as ESPiRiT method [29]. Unfortunately, the estimated coil sensitivity maps might not be accurate with fewer ACS lines especially when the reduction factor is high.

Considering that the estimated coil sensitivity maps were incomplete especially with fewer ACS lines, the coil sensitivity maps $C$ need to be updated with the image $x$ by minimizing the least squares problem with an additional regularization term of the coil sensitivity maps. Then, Eq. (2) can be extended as
Figure 2. Detailed architecture of Joint-ICNet. (a) Unrolled architecture of Joint-ICNet that has two blocks, where one is a magnetic resonance (MR) image reconstruction block and the other is a coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block. (b) MR image reconstruction block has two convolutional neural network (CNN)-based regularizations and a model-based data consistency layer of MR image. (c) Coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block has a CNN-based regularization and a model-based data consistency layer of coil sensitivity map.

\[
\min_{x,C} \|Ax - b\|_2^2 + \lambda_x R(x) + \lambda_C R(C),
\]

where \(R(C) : \mathbb{C}^{N \times N} \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}\) is the regularization term of \(C\), and \(\lambda_x\) and \(\lambda_C\) are the regularization parameters that control the balance between the data consistency and the regularization terms of \(x\) and \(C\), respectively.

### 2.2. Joint Reconstruction of Image and Coil Sensitivity Map

In general, sparsity transforms such as wavelet transform and TV are used for \(R\); however, these regularizers have problems such as residual artifacts and over-smoothing in the reconstructed images [3, 15, 20, 9]. To overcome the problems, deep-learning-based regularizations have been proposed, which can learn optimized regularization functions by training and show better performance for inverse problems in imaging than conventional models [4, 35].

Thus, we proposed to use the deep-learning-based regularization that removes noise and aliasing artifacts in an image domain. Compared to a general image-based regularization, an additional k-space-based regularization term is used to compensate it. Then, the deep-learning-based regularization of \(x\) can be represented as

\[
R(x) = \|x - D_I(x)\|_2^2 + \|x - F^{-1}D_F(f)\|_2^2,
\]

where \(F^{-1} \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}\) represents the inverse Fourier transform, \(f \in \mathbb{C}^N\) represents the k-space of \(x\) that is Fourier transformed by \(F\), \(D_I : \mathbb{C}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^N\) is the de-aliasing model that reconstructs artifacts-free MR images from \(x\), and \(D_F : \mathbb{C}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^N\) is the k-space model that interpolates missing k-space data points from \(f\). One study has demonstrated that utilizing the dual-domain regularization, i.e. image domain and k-space domain, improved the performance of an MR image reconstruction [5]. The dual-domain regularization terms can be extended to a PI and expected to increase the reconstruction performance.

Furthermore, we proposed to use the deep-learning-based regularization of coil sensitivity maps. An estimation of coil sensitivity maps is difficult with highly undersampled multi-coil k-space data that do not have enough ACS lines. Incomplete coil sensitivity maps could affect the reconstruction performance of an MR image. To overcome the problem, several methods that jointly reconstructed coil sensitivity maps and an MR image with a regularization have been proposed. Previous studies used a TV as a regularization assuming that coil sensitivities are sparse in TV of the spatial domain or used prior knowledge of coil sensitivity maps (i.e. smoothness) for regularizing coil profiles such as Sobolev norm [26, 32, 28].

Compared to the previous studies, we proposed to use the deep-learning-based regularization of coil sensitivity maps that can find the optimal coil sensitivity maps by training to reconstruct the image. The regularization of \(C\) can be represented as similar to the regularization of \(x\), which can be presented as follows:
\[ R(C) = \| C - D_C(F^{-1}b) \|_2^2, \]  
where \( D_C : \mathbb{C}^{N \times N} \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^{N \times N} \) is the coil sensitivity model that estimates coil sensitivity maps from the acquired k-space data \( b \). Recently, a deep-learning-based coil sensitivity maps estimation model has been proposed by [27]; however, the estimated initial coil sensitivity maps using the model were not jointly updated with the image. Here, we proposed to use the coil sensitivity model for regularizing the problem of Eq. (3) to find the optimal \( x \).

If we combine the proposed regularizations with the predefined problem formulation, Eq. (3) can be represented as

\[
\min_{x,C} \| Ax - b \|_2^2 + \lambda_I \| x - D_I(x) \|_2^2 + \lambda_F \| x - F^{-1}D_F(f) \|_2^2 + \lambda_C \| C - D_C(F^{-1}b) \|_2^2, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \lambda_I \) and \( \lambda_F \) represent the regularization parameters of \( D_I \) and \( D_F \), respectively. The least squares problem of Eq. (6) can be solved sequentially in terms of \( x \) and \( C \), respectively, as

\[
\min_{x} \| Ax - b \|_2^2 + \lambda_I \| x - D_I(x) \|_2^2 + \lambda_F \| x - F^{-1}D_F(f) \|_2^2, \tag{7}
\]

and

\[
\min_{C} \| Ax - b \|_2^2 + \lambda_C \| C - D_C(F^{-1}b) \|_2^2. \tag{8}
\]

The least squares problem of Eqs. (7) and (8) can be solved using a gradient descent method with an iterative algorithm.

\[
x_{k+1} = x_k - 2\mu_k \left[ A^*(Ax_k - b) + \lambda_I^k (x_k - D_I(x_k)) + \lambda_F^k (x_k - F^{-1}D_F(f)) \right], \tag{9}
\]

and

\[
C_{k+1} = C_k - 2\nu_k \left[ F^{-1}M^T(Ax_k - b)x_k^* + \lambda_C^k (C_k - D_C(F^{-1}b)) \right], \tag{10}
\]

where \( x_k \) and \( C_k \) are the reconstructed image and coil sensitivity maps at iteration \( k \) \((k = 0, \ldots, N_k)\), \( N_k \) represents the number of iterations, \( \mu_k \) and \( \nu_k \) are the step size of \( x_k \) and \( C_k \) at iteration \( k \), respectively, \( \lambda_I^k \) and \( \lambda_F^k \) are the regularization parameters of \( D_I \) and \( D_F \) at iteration \( k \), respectively, \( A^* : \mathbb{C}^{N \times N_k} \rightarrow \mathbb{C}^{N} \) is the adjoint of \( A \), \( x_k^* \) is the adjoint of \( x_k \), and \( M^\top \) is the transpose of \( M \). The gradient of \( D_I(x) \), \( F^{-1}D_F(f) \), and \( D_C(F^{-1}b) \) can be approximated as zero for a small perturbation of \( x \) and \( C \) [1].

\[ x_k \text{ and } C_k \text{ are sequentially reconstructed from the Eqs. (9) and (10).} \]

A deep model-based MR image and coil sensitivity reconstruction network is structured based on Eqs. (9) and (10). In each iteration of the unrolled network, the model first reconstructs the MR image from the acquired undersampled multi-coil k-space data using the deep-learning-based MR image regularizations operating both in image and k-space domains, and then reconstructs the coil sensitivity maps using the previously reconstructed image and the deep-learning-based coil sensitivity maps regularizations.

### 3. Methods

#### 3.1. Proposed Model: Joint-ICNet

The detailed architecture of Joint-ICNet is presented in Fig. 2. Joint-ICNet consists of two main blocks: 1) an MR image reconstruction block that reconstructs an MR image from undersampled multi-coil k-space data with convolutional neural network (CNN)-based regularizations and a model-based data consistency layer of an MR image, and 2) a coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block that estimates coil sensitivity maps from undersampled multi-coil k-space data with a CNN-based regularization and a model-based data consistency layer of coil sensitivity maps. Those two blocks are sequentially placed between the input and the output. The output of the MR image reconstruction block is fed into the next coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block, and the output of the coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block is then fed into the next image reconstruction block. The desired MR image and coil sensitivity maps can be obtained by sequentially estimating them with two blocks.

#### 3.2. MR Image Reconstruction Block

Fig. 2(b) presents the detailed architecture of the MR image reconstruction block that has the CNN-based regularizations \( D_I \) that operates on the image domain and \( D_F \) that operates on the k-space domain, and the embedded model-based data consistency layer. The CNN-based MR image reconstruction block is structured based on Eq. (9), which can be rewritten as follows:

\[
x_{k+1} = (1 - 2\lambda_I^k \mu_k - 2\lambda_F^k \mu_k)x_k + 2\mu_k (\lambda_I^k D_I(x_k) + \lambda_F^k F^{-1}D_F(f)) - 2\mu_k A^*(Ax_k - b), \tag{11}
\]

where \( \lambda_I^k \), \( \lambda_F^k \), and \( \mu_k \) are the trainable parameters of the regularizations and the step size in iteration \( k \), respectively.

The model-based data consistency layer of \( x \) is structured based on Eq. (11), and \( x_{k+1} \in \mathbb{C}^{N} \) (i.e., the \((k + 1)\)-th iteration output) is reconstructed using the previous \( k \)-th...
iteration output \( x_k, D_f(x_k), F^{-1}D_f(\mathbf{f}) \), and \( \mathbf{A}^\top(\mathbf{A}x_k - \mathbf{b}) \).

The CNN-based regularization \( D_f \), which removes aliasing artifacts in the image, and \( D_F \), which interpolates k-space data, are structured based on U-net architecture [24]. The encoder and decoder of U-net consist of several convolutional blocks, each of which has a convolutional layer, regularization layer, and nonlinear activation function. In addition, \( D_f \) and \( D_F \) have a residual learning structure [11], which is implemented by adding the output from the input of \( D_f \) and \( D_F \). To train \( D_F \) that operates on the k-space domain, Fourier transform is applied to the input image and inverse Fourier transform is applied to the output, respectively.

### 3.3. Coil Sensitivity Maps Reconstruction Block

The detailed architecture of the coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block that has the CNN-based regularization \( D_C \) and the embedded model-based data consistency layer is illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The CNN-based coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block is structured based on Eq. (10), which can be rewritten as follows:

\[
C_{k+1} = (1 - 2\lambda^C_k \nu_k)C_k + 2\lambda^C_k \nu_k D_C(F^{-1}b) - 2\nu_k F^{-1}M^\top(Ax_k - b)x_k^\ast,
\]

where \( \lambda^C_k \) and \( \nu_k \) are the trainable parameters of the regularizations and the step size in iteration \( k \), respectively. The model-based data consistency layer of \( C \) is structured based on Eq. (12), and \( C_{k+1} \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N} \) (i.e., the \( k \)-th iteration output) is reconstructed using the previous \( k \)-th iteration output \( C_k, D_C(F^{-1}b) \), and \( F^{-1}M^\top(Ax_k - b)x_k^\ast \).

Similar to \( D_f \) and \( D_F \), the CNN-based regularization \( D_C \), which reconstructs the coil sensitivity maps from the undersampled multi-coil k-space data, is structured based on U-net architecture [24]. The input of \( D_C \) is the undersampled multi-coil k-space data and the output is the estimated coil sensitivity maps. Similar to other coil sensitivity estimation methods, low frequency lines (i.e. ACS lines) of \( k \)-space were extracted from the undersampled multi-coil k-space data before feeding into the network.

### 3.4. Unfolded Network

The two proposed blocks, i.e. MR image reconstruction block and coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block, are sequentially placed between the input and the output. The output of the MR image reconstruction block is fed into the next coil sensitivity maps reconstruction block, and the output of the coil sensitivity maps reconstruction is fed into the next MR image reconstruction block. The MR image and coil sensitivity maps are jointly reconstructed using those two blocks in one network.

The Joint-ICNet is implemented in one network and trained in an end-to-end manner with a structural similarity (SSIM) loss function [31]. The loss function \( \mathcal{L} \) that calculates the error between the output of the network and the target is given by

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_{N_S} (1 - \text{SSIM}(|x_{N_k}^\ast|, |x_T|)),
\]

where \( N_S \) is the number of training data, \( x_{N_k}^\ast \in \mathbb{C}^N \) is the output of the network that is the output of the MR image reconstruction block at the final iteration \( N_k \), and \( x_T^\ast \in \mathbb{C}^N \) represents the target image that is the fully sampled MR image.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Implementation Details

**Implementation of Joint-ICNet.** We converted the complex data into the real-valued data that concatenates real and imaginary channels. Then, the data and networks can be redefined as follows: \( x_k \in \mathbb{R}^{2N} \) for \( k = 0, \ldots, N_k \), \( C_k \in \mathbb{R}^{2N \times N} \) for \( k = 0, \ldots, N_k \), \( D_f: \mathbb{R}^{2N} \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{2N} \), \( D_F: \mathbb{R}^{2N} \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{2N} \), and \( D_C: \mathbb{R}^{2N \times N} \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{2N \times N} \).

We used U-net based architectures for the CNN-based regularizations \( D_f \), \( D_F \), and \( D_C \), where U-net has four pooling and up-sampling layers. Each convolutional block located in U-net consisted of a 2D convolutional layer followed by a leaky rectified linear unit (leaky ReLU) with 0.2 negative slope coefficient and instance normalization [30]. The kernel size of all convolutional layers was \( 3 \times 3 \) and the number of feature maps starts from 32, 32, and 4, which are doubled after max-pooling layer and halved after upsampling layer for \( D_f, D_F \), and \( D_C \), respectively. The trainable parameters of regularization \( \lambda_k \) and step sizes \( \mu_k \) and \( \nu_k \) were initialized as 1. A total of 10 iterations (i.e., \( N_k = 10 \)) was performed in the unrolled network. Before calculating the loss \( \mathcal{L} \), a root sum-of-squares (RSS) operation was applied to the output and the target.

![Representative examples of T1 weighted, T2 weighted, T1 weighted with contrast agent, and FLAIR images from the fastMRI dataset [33] used in this study.](image)

We implemented Joint-ICNet using a Pytorch library [22], Joint-ICNet was trained using an Adam optimizer [14] with \( \beta_1 = 0.9 \) and \( \beta_2 = 0.999 \) for 50 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0005. The training took approximately 48 h using 8 NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPUs.
Dataset and Sampling Mask. We used multi-coil k-space data of the fastMRI open dataset [33]. The dataset has brain MRI scans including T1 weighted, T1 weighted with contrast agent (T1POST), T2 weighted, and FLAIR images taken from various vendors. The dataset includes 4,469 scans for the training (70,748 axial slices), 1,378 scans for the validation (21,842 axial slices), and 558 scans for the test (8,852 axial slices). The representative examples are presented in Fig. 3. During the training, 20% of the slices were used for the training and the validation, which were randomly selected from the dataset. For the test, the whole test slices were used. The multi-coil k-space data were retrospectively undersampled using 1D Cartesian equispaced sampling masks. The reduction factors were $R = 4$ and 8.

Evaluation Metrics. Three metrics including a normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE), a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and SSIM [31] were used to quantitatively evaluate the reconstructed images.

4.2. Comparison Studies

Comparison Studies. We compared Joint-ICNet with a conventional PI-based method, $l_1$-ESPIRiT [29], and deep-learning-based MR reconstruction methods, which were U-net [33], k-space learning [10], and DeepCascade [25]. U-net method reconstructs the image from the RSS undersampled image. k-space learning method uses U-net based architecture for reconstructing the image from the undersampled multi-coil k-space data. DeepCascade method has 10 convolutional blocks with interleaved data consistency layers. Each convolutional block has 5 convolutional layers with a residual learning layer.

Ablation Studies. To evaluate the performance of Joint-ICNet, we compared the original Joint-ICNet model with five different models as follows: 1) Joint-ICNet with a different number of iterations ($N_k = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, \text{ and } 10$); 2) Joint-ICNet with $D_C$ replaced by a conventional coil sensitivity estimation method (ESPIRiT), called Replace $D_C$ with ESPIRiT; 3) Joint-ICNet without a k-space regularization $D_F$, called w/o $D_F$; and 4) Joint-ICNet without data consistency layers, called w/o DC layers.

The first model has a different number of iterations $N_k$ to see the effectiveness of the iteration. The second model (Replace $D_C$ with ESPIRiT) reconstructs coil sensitivity maps with a conventional coil sensitivity estimation method that is ESPIRiT instead of $D_C$ in Joint-ICNet to evaluate the effectiveness of the $D_C$. The third model (w/o $D_F$) recon-
Figure 6. Fully sampled and reconstructed (a) T2, (b) T1POST, and (c) FLAIR images with abnormal cases using zero-filling, ESPIRiT, U-net, k-space learning, DeepCascade, and Joint-ICNet, with the reduction factor $R = 4$.

4.3. Experimental Results

Comparison with Other Reconstruction Methods. Fig. 4 presents the fully sampled and reconstructed FLAIR images using zero-filling, ESPIRiT, U-net, k-space learning, DeepCascade, and Joint-ICNet, with the reduction factor $R = 4$. The zero-filled image shows aliasing and blurring artifacts that obscured detailed brain structures. ESPIRiT, U-net, k-space learning, and DeepCascade methods removed those artifacts, but could not recover the detailed structures due to over-smoothing problems and still had residual aliasing artifacts. Compared to other methods, Joint-ICNet shows superior performance in reconstructing images and removing artifacts as shown on the magnified and difference images. Similar results are presented in Fig. 5 that shows fully sampled and reconstructed T2 images, with the reduction factor $R = 8$. With a high reduction factor, ESPIRiT method could not recover the image due to fewer ACS lines. U-net and DeepCascade show severe blurring artifacts and k-space learning shows residual aliasing artifacts.

The reconstructed results with abnormal cases are shown in Fig. 6, which presents fully sampled and reconstructed (a) T2, (b) T1POST, and (c) FLAIR images using zero-filling, ESPIRiT, U-net, k-space learning, DeepCascade, and Joint-ICNet, with the reduction factor $R = 4$. Whereas the conventional PI-based and other deep-learning-based methods could not recover the blurred abnormal tissues, which were obscured in the zero-filled images, Joint-ICNet recovered those similar to the fully sampled images, as shown on the magnified images.

The quantitative analysis of the reconstructed images is
presented in Table 1, which shows NRMSE, PSNR, and SSIM values of the reconstructed MR images including T1, T2, T1POST, and FLAIR using zero-filling, ESPIRiT, U-net, k-space learning, DeepCascade, and Joint-ICNet, with the reduction factors $R = 4$ and $R = 8$. With two reduction factors and four different MR images, Joint-ICNet had the lowest NRMSE, and the highest PSNR and SSIM values compared to other reconstruction methods.

Ablation Study of Joint-ICNet. Fig. 7 shows the quantitative results of Joint-ICNet with a different number of iterations ($N_k$).

Reconstruction of Coil Sensitivity Maps. Fig. 8 presents the reconstructed coil sensitivity maps using zero-filling and Joint-ICNet, with the reduction factor $R = 8$. With a high reduction factor, zero-filled coil sensitivity maps shows severe blurring and aliasing artifacts due to fewer ACS lines, but Joint-ICNet clearly removed those artifacts.
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